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▶ Abstract

Blockchain is promising for IoT security, which may influence a variety of areas including 
manufacture, finance, and trading. 

In this paper investigate typical security and privacy issues in IoT and develop a framework 
to integrate blockchain with IoT 

Blockchain can provide great assurance for IoT data and various functionalities and 
desirable scalability including authentication, decentralized payment, and so on.

This paper also suggest some possible solutions to these security and privacy issues in IoT 
based on blockchain and Ethereum to show how blockchain contributes to IoT.
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▶ Introduction

Generally speaking, IoT encompasses everything that is 
connected to the Internet.

The devices are uniquely identified in an IoT system and 
always regarded as equipped with low power, limited 
storage, and restrained processing capacity. 

The gateways are employed to link IoT devices to the 
Internet and able to “talk” to each other.

IoT architecture.
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▶ Introduction

IoT in Smart Homes :
Suppose your home is equipped with some IoT devices

Elderly or disabled individuals in a smart home, it is easy to monitor their demands through 
cameras and help them by remotely controlling the devices at home.

IoT in Smart Cities :
A smart city is an urban area that uses data collection sensors to transmit information, and manage 
assets and resources efficiently

smart traffic management can monitor traffic streams to control traffic lights and avoid congestion 
on the roadway in rush hours
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▶ Introduction

IoT brings great convenience to individuals and governments; 
However, IoT systems with a large number of devices, tens of millions of data, and sophisticated 
connections may also be a security nightmare. 

To the best of our knowledge, there is no publicly accepted framework to embrace blockchain by 
IoT.

In this article following three contributions:

• We investigate the traditional architecture of IoT and analyze the security and privacy issues in 
IoT systems.

• We demonstrate how blockchain can integrate with IoT and describe a framework in which 
blockchain and IoT work together. 

• We show a few possible solutions to address the security and privacy issues in IoT systems based 
on blockchain and Ethereum. 
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▶ Preliminary

Blockchain is an append-only decentralized digital ledger based on cryptography. 

Blockchain is one of the underlying techniques in decentralized networking with many potential merits

Blockchain is distributed. It allows a variety of peers to join the network without registration, which 
makes it easier than traditional centralized systems

Blockchain transplants trust into the system via a consensus mechanism, such as proof of work(PoW) 
and proof of stack (PoS).

Blockchain is immutable. Information on blockchain exists as a shared and intact copy. 

Blockchain
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▶ Preliminary

Figure 2 shows a typical structure of blockchain.

Peers join the system with unique private-public key pairs. 

block is generated, it is spread to miners, who need to validate all transactions in the block. 
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▶ Preliminary
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▶ Preliminary

The UTXOs spent in a transaction are 
the inputs and outputs of a transaction, 
which are the UTXOs that the 
transaction creates in the system.

The user with pk1 contains 12.5 bitcoins 
in account.

TX2001, it takes as input TX1001 and 
generates two UTXOs, pk2 and pk3

Bitcoin supports multiple UTXOs as 
inputs, as shown in transaction TX8001

Digital assets are transferred via 
transactions, and each transaction in the 
system leads to the generation of new 
UTXOs and revocation of used UTXOs.

Bitcoin Transaction
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▶ Preliminary
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▶ Preliminary

The smart contract concept was proposed by Nick Szabo in 1994 when he realized that the 
decentralized ledger could achieve a smart contract. 

Traditional trusted lawyer or notary.

Smart contract can act as a trusted third party without any assumption

Contracts can be stored as programming codes and run automatically on the blockchain once the 
conditions are satisfied. 

• Autonomy. Smart contracts can be executed independently and automatically in a prescribed 
manner.

• Trust. The documents on the ledger are encrypted using symmetric encryption algorithms. 

• Accuracy. Smart contracts are faster, cheaper, and more accurate than traditional contracts.

Smart Contract
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▶ Preliminary

Ethereum and Bitcoin are two main applications of blockchain. 

The main difference is that the Bitcoin blockchain is for tracking the transfer of ownership of 
cryptocurrencies, while the Ethereum blockchain focuses more on running programming codes on the 
platform, which achieves more powerful functionality such as voting and ballots.

Contains two types of accounts, Externally Owned Accounts controlled by private keys and Contract 
Accounts controlled by codes in contracts.

Ethereum
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▶Security Issues in IoT

The data generated by IoT systems of a company are critically important, and may involve trade 
secrets that are closely related to the future development of the company and are often kept 
confidential from outsiders. 

Traditional centralized storage, such as cloud storage, can be integrated into IoT architecture

The centralized server is vulnerable and may easily have a single point of failure, cause many-to-one 
traffic jams, delayed response, system scalability problems

Data Integrity
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▶Security Issues in IoT

A primary object of an IoT system is sharing information between objects, which is helpful to 
manufacturing, transportation, and business to provide better service in people's daily lives.

these data are usually not free; thus, a convenient and fair data trading mechanism is needed.

Another security issue is unauthorized access to the resources and sensitive information in IoT 
systems. 

However, the IoT system makes centralized approaches a bottleneck when the number of devices 
explosively grows. 

Data Sharing

Authentication and Access Control
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▶Security Issues in IoT

An IoT system collects data using a variety of smart devices and sensors to make a comprehensive 
decision according to customized requirements.

privacy is easily violated in various ways, such as data acquisition, raw data processing, and data 
exchange

Thus, privacy preservation in IoT systems, including data privacy and entity privacy, is of great 
importance and also a challenge.

Privacy
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▶ Blockchain-Based Solutions

Security IoT framework with blockchain.

IoT Framework with Blockchain

Physical layer: The physical layer includes all the 
smart devices, equipped with sensors and actuators, 
that collect and forward data to upper layers. 

Usually, there is no single standard for smart devices 
to share and integrate with each other to provide 
cross-functionality.

Communication layer: Smart devices in IoT use 
different communication mechanisms to get access 
to the system and exchange information.

Security and privacy of the transmitted data within 
the system are quite important. Blockchain can be 
integrated with the system and contribute a lot to 
this circumstance.
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▶ Blockchain-Based Solutions

Security IoT framework with blockchain.

IoT Framework with Blockchain

Database Layer: Blockchain itself is a distributed 
database that records immutable and continuously 
growing transactions.

Interface Layer: The interface layer contains 
applications that communicate with each other to 
make a beneficial decision collaboratively. 
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▶ Blockchain-Based Solutions

Specifically, it works as follows, in which 
Ethereum and smart contract are employed.

IoT devices should be encrypted before 
outsourced. 

Peers in a peer-to-peer (P2P) system need 
to commit the space they possess by 
generating a proof of space to prove their 
claims and make deposits.

Miners validate the transactions by checking 
verification equations in proof of space and 
link valid trans-actions in blockchain. 

Data Integrity
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▶ Blockchain-Based Solutions

Suppose a data owner collects data generated 
in an IoT system and shares the data at a price 
of d BTC with a receipt.

If you read the contract, the script works with 
"Open", and if you do not read the contract 
within the time limit t, the script will work with 
"Fuse".

Data Sharing
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▶
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▶ Blockchain-Based Solutions

Ethereum can provide authentication and access control to smart devices

removes the dependent central parties and gets better efficiency compared to traditional access 
control models

Users can pre-define access policies in smart contracts and generate several 

Tpolicy Includes the pre-denned access policies

Taccess is for access management

Tquery is for access query.

When a new entity enrolls in an IoT system for the first time, a newly generated public key together 
with the corresponding access permission is determined 

Authentication and Access Control
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▶ Blockchain-Based Solutions

To protect privacy in an IoT system, consortium and private blockchain are usually involved.

blockchain uses pseudonyms, say public keys, to achieve anonymity. 

However, this is not strong enough in some real-world applications. 

1. Linkable ring signatures are well suited to sign a transaction that can hide the sender’s identity in a 
spontaneous ring. 

2. Homomorphic commitments can hide the amount of currency in billing transactions. 

3. Zero knowledge proof are perfect tools to convert any information in a transaction into random 
ones to restrain any third party from obtaining even one bit of the information.

Privacy
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▶ Other Application with Blockchain on IoT

Sharing services is one of the 
fundamental components in 
smart cities. 

The sharing business model 
can not only improve the 
utilization of the properties 
but also save costs and 
resources. 

Sharing Service and Properties
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▶ Other Application with Blockchain on IoT

When the number of devices keeps proliferating, it is hard for the traditional client-server model to 
handle the issues. 

Blockchain, which is based on elliptic curve cryptography, has a 160-bit identification address

Smart devices in IoT are identified by public keys, which are pseudonyms. Devices communicate with 
each other by transactions and can be verified by the signatures and public keys. 

In block-chain model, a manufacturer puts the location of the firmware in a transaction on the 
blockchain. 
Then the devices can automatically download the update and install as preset.

Device Management

Blockchain also provides supply chains for devices to be tracked at every point of the life cycle from 
manufacturers, shippers, and retailers to owners, and so on. 

When the owner of the device changes (e.g., the device is resold), the key pairs for the device can be 
re-issued, which also needs a record on blockchain.

Supply Chain
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▶ Conclusion

IoT offers great convenience to people's daily lives by exchanging data and making comprehensive 
decisions.

It brings security and privacy concerns simultaneously. 

Blockchain has potential in dealing with these security and privacy issues in IoT.
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▶ Opinion

This paper analyzes the problems that can occur in the Internet of objects in the block chain.
The framework presented in the paper is unclear.

I think it would have been nice to write a paper describing the time of medical data or streaming 
service in detail using the data sharing of the blockchain.

However, many of the above solutions will need to be written based on personal privacy and 
information security.
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